Salmonella's Sensor
sites. Furthermore, two presenilin (and two aph-1) genes exist in the human genome and thus at least four for Host Defense Molecules different γ-secretase complexes can be generated. One wonders whether presenilin or aph-1, in combination with nicastrin, could confer some specificity on the The bacterial pathogen Salmonella typhimurium rerecognition of substrates (De Strooper, 2003) . Finally, sides within phagosomes in host cells and is able to when contemplating the γ-secretase machinery, one indeflect the host immune response. In this issue of fers that there must be active conformational changes Cell, Bader et al. (2005) decipher an elegant mechain the complex to push the transmembrane domain of nism by which the PhoQ sensor kinase of Salmonella the protein substrate from the hydrophobic cell memis switched on by host cationic antimicrobial pepbrane into the catalytic (probably water-containing) tides, leading to changes in gene expression that enpore of presenilin. Evidence that GTP or another energy able Salmonella to combat the host immune resource is required for the cleavage activity of γ-secresponse. tase has not yet been provided.
The experimental approaches and tools described by When a bacterium enters a host, certain events are trigShah et al. (2005) reveal new ways to study γ-secretase gered that will determine its fate. Different fates that biochemistry in greater detail. It is particularly striking might befall the microbe include destruction, passage how efficiently the active γ-secretase complex can be through the host as a harmless transient, incorporation produced in cells infected with baculovirus. One hopes into the natural flora, or establishment of an infection to see in the near future some real images of the comwith the initiation of host damage. The initial innate implex and more detailed biophysical studies of its activmune response of the host involves the activation of ity. The next major challenge, a crystal structure of the signaling pathways that recognize structurally concomplex, will be much more difficult to achieve, given served pathogen molecules using a series of receptors, the (estimated) 18 transmembrane domains of the core in particular those of the Toll-like receptor ( 
